
FEATURE BENEFIT

60X CARBON 
TWIST FACE

Twenty years of development marks the end of the titanium era. 
The all new 60X Carbon Twist Face is 44% lighter than an equivalent 
titanium face, while also being 11% larger than SIM2 and SIM2 Max 
drivers and nearly 20% larger than the 2020 SIM driver. Sixty layers of carbon 
fiber have been strategically designed to optimize energy transfer to deliver 
fast ball speeds over a large area, resulting in optimal distance and forgiveness.

NANOTEXTURE 
COVER

The 60X Carbon Twist Face is encased by a polyurethane cover, featuring a 
revolutionary new nanotexture technology. The nanotexture cover is used to fine 
tune launch and spin to optimize total distance regardless of playing conditions.

HIGH DRAW 
DESIGN

Often, standard draw bias designs promote a right-to-left ball flight at the expense 
of forgiveness. By utilizing the weight savings from the 60X Carbon Twist Face and 
shifting the Inertia Generator closer to the heel, we’re able to maintain draw-bias 
while creating the highest MOI in the Stealth™ family of drivers.

ASYMMETRIC 
INERTIA GENERATOR

The Inertia Generator remains the foundational source of refined aerodynamic 
properties. The result is a slippery-fast head shape that aids in swing speed 
generation on the downswing for golfers at every level.

THRU-SLOT 
SPEED POCKET

Our most flexible Speed Pocket™ design engineered to maximize ball speeds and 
produce additional forgiveness on low face strikes.

BUILT FOR YOUR 
SWING

An alternative colorway gives the Stealth Women’s driver a striking metallic finish. 
With an array of components in the Custom Shop, including lightweight shafts, grips 
and more, Stealth Women’s driver can be built to match any swing

CLUB LOFT HAND LIE VOLUME LENGTH SW

Stealth Women's Driver 10.5° RH 56°- 60° 460cc 43.75" C8

Stealth Women's Driver 12.0° RH 56°- 60° 460cc 43.75" C8

SHAFT WOMEN’S (HIGH FLIGHT) GRIP (WOMEN’S)

Aldila Ascent Ladies 45 (L) Lamkin Ladies Sonar 38g 0.580 Round

LAUNCH AND SPIN FLIGHT BIAS

High Launch with Mid Spin Max Draw

Custom Options available. Stated swingweight targets represent stock build configurations only. © 2022 Taylor Made Golf Company, Inc.


